
I can name fruit. I can set the table.

I can guess the fruit. I can mix and match.I can put away the shopping.

My name is:

I live in:



Colour the kitchen and name the fruit

Can you help me name 
all of the fruit in my 

kitchen?

Once you’ve named all of the fruit, cut out the 
badge and add it to your chart.

Can you name all the fruit in your kitchen using their 
English names? 

Earn your fruit badge

Fruit Naming Badge

apple orange

banana strawberry
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Can you name all the 
pieces of cutlery used 
for eating your dinner? 

Once you’ve named all of the cutlery, cut out the 
badge and add it to your chart.

Can you name all the pieces of cutlery used for 
eating your dinner? 

Earn your set the table badge

Set the Table Badge

Preparation: 
1. Cut out the item cards, mix them up and 
place them in a pile. 
2. Cut out the game boards on page 4.

How to play:
1. Each player has a gameboard.
2. Take it in turns to pick an item card and 
name the item shown. 
- Correct answers = add the item card to 
your gameboard.
- Incorrect answers = put the item card at 
the bottom of the pile.
3. The player that fills their gameboard first 
is the winner.  

Fill your plate

plateplate

fork fork

knifeknife

bowl bowl
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Set the table - game boards

platefork

knifebowl

platefork

knifebowl

Fruit puzzles
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Once you’ve made the fruit salad, cut out the 
badge and add it to your chart.

Mix-mix-mix together some different fruit to make 
a tasty fruit salad

Earn your mix & match badge

Mix and Match Badge

Fruit puzzles

Mix-mix-mix together 
some different fruit to 

make a tasty fruit salad. 

Cut along the dotted lines and mix up the 
pieces. Can you match the pieces to create the fruit?
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Cut out the food items below and the game boards on the following 
sheet. Mix up the food items and place them in a pile. Take one food 
item at a time and place it in the fridge or the cupboard. Can you 
name the items?

Once you’ve helped put away the shopping, cut out 
the badge and add it to your chart.

In the FRIDGE or in the CUPBOARD? - Help your 
family put away the shopping in the right places.

Earn your shopping badge

milk meat water butter

biscuit rice bread potato

In the FRIDGE or in the 
CUPBOARD? Can you put 
the items of food in the 

correct place? 
Food Sorting Game

Shopping Badge



fridge

cupboard
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Once you’ve tasted all the fruit, cut out the badge 
and add it to your chart.

Close your eyes and see if you can identify fruit just 
by tasting it. Watch out for the lemon

Earn your guess the fruit 
badge

Guess the Fruit Badge

Preparation: 
1. Colour the dice and gameboards (9 and 10)
2. Make the dice by following the instructions on page 9

How to play:
1. Each player places a counter on the ‘start’ circle, you can use coins or buttons.
2. Take it in turns to roll the dice and name the fruit.
 - Correct answers = move to the next space with the matching fruit
 - Wrong answers  = don’t move.
3. Watch out for the lemon. If the dice lands on the lemon, the player that rolled 
the dice can...
 - Correct answers = choose another player to move back two spaces
 - Wrong answers = move back two spaces.
4. The winner is the player that reaches the finish first. 
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Close your eyes and see 
if you can identify fruit 
just by tasting it. Watch 

out for the lemon. 

Name the Fruit Game
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1. Colour the dice 

2. Cut along the solid 
   outside line.

3. Fold along all of the dotted
   lines and glue (or tape) 
   each grey section to the 
   corresponding part of the  
  dice.
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My name is:

I live in:

I can clean the dirty dishes. I can pack my lunch.

I prepared a party. I can make a cake.I can help cook dinner.



Can you make all the 
dirty dishes clean?  

Once you’ve cleaned all the dishes, cut out the 
badge and add it to your chart.

Help your family wash up after dinner - make all the 
DIRTY dishes nice and CLEAN.

Earn your clean the dishes badge

Clean the Dishes Badge
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1. Cut out the cards below and mix them up.
2. Spread the cards out on the table, placing them facedown.

3. Take it in turns to turn two cards over, if they match the player keeps the cards, if 
they don’t turn the cards facedown again and play moves to the next player.

Card Match Game

plate plate

cup cup

bowl bowl



Can you name all the 
items you can fit in your 

lunchbox? 

Once you’ve packed your lunch, cut out the badge 
and add it to your chart.

What can you fit in your lunchbox? Can you find 
some food to put in your lunchbox?

Earn your pack my lunch badge

Pack my Lunch Badge

Preparation: 
1. Cut out the item cards, mix them up and 
place them in a pile. 
2. Cut out the game boards on page 4.

How to play:
1. Each player has a gameboard.
2. Take it in turns to pick an item card and 
name the item shown. 
- Correct answers = add the item card to 
your gameboard.
- Incorrect answers = put the item card at 
the bottom of the pile.
3. The player that fills their gameboard first 
is the winner.  

Pack your Lunchbox Game

appleapple

sandwich sandwich

bananabanana

milk milk
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Pack your lunchbox - game boards
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Once you’ve helped cook dinner, cut out the badge 
and add it to your chart.

Can you help your family cook dinner?

Earn your dinner badge

Dinner Badge

Card Match Game

Can you help your family 
cook dinner?  

Draw a line to put all the items in the correct place. 
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Once you’ve mixed the ingredients to make a cake, 
cut out the badge and add it to your chart.

Can you help MIX all the ingredients to make a cake?

Earn your cake badge

Can you help MIX all the 
ingredients to make a 

cake?

Cake Badge

Cake Colouring Sheets
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Prepare a party for 
your family or teddy 

bears!

Once you’ve had a party, cut out the badge and add 
it to your chart.

Prepare a party for your family or teddy bears!

Earn your party badge

Party Badge

1. Colour in the hat on sheet 9.
2. Cut along the solid outside line of the hat.

3. Cut out the two small grey circles and attach your ribbon.
4. Fold along the dotted line.

5. Glue or tape the grey section to the opposite side of the hat.
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Make a Party Hat
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